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Government Agrees to Fix
Manufacturers Woes
● Industry Minister given three months to finish and submit report

The Guest of Honour H.E. Samia Suluhu Hassan (Seated Center) in a group
photo with winners of the PMAYA 2016

T

HE Vice President of the United Republic of Tanzania H E. Samia Suluhu Hassani has directed
the Ministry of Industries, Trade and Investment to make sure that measures are taken and
implemented to fix all regulatory authorities’ woes affecting local manufacturers.

H.E Samia made the statement when addressing manufacturers at the President’s Manufacturer of the
Year Award Presentation, 2016 at the Serena Hotel recently.
She said the government was aware that one of the woes that the manufacturers have been complaining
about was presence of numerous regulatory authorities which exercised almost similar functions as well
as similar multiple charges and fees.
“We know that one of the challenges facing local manufacturers is multiple fees and charges by regulatory
authorities that regulate industrial and agricultural products, tourism services and other businesses” she
said.
The Vice President admitted that she has met industries’ owners who are facing the challenges during
her official tours to the government projects and private industries such as the Mount Meru Millers and
A-Z Industries in Arusha.
During the visits to different industries, she directed responsible
authorities to organize meetings amongst the regulatory
authorities whose functions seem to overlap to seat together,
discuss and agree on best ways to address the woes once and
for all.
The exercise of addressing the woes the regulatory authorities
pose to the local manufacturers should be undertaken and
completed without causing loss to the much-needed government
revenue.
“I am pleased to hear that the Minister for Industries, Trade and
Investment in collaboration with the Private Sector has initiated
review of the policies, laws and regulations, procedures, fees
and charges that are multiple to the manufacturers….and I am
giving the ministry three months to accomplish the work and
inform me of the results” she directed.
The Vice President also underlined the fact that the Ministry of
Industries, Trade and Investment has embarked on different
strategies to ensure that the government’s motive to industrialise
Tanzania becomes a reality.
She said; “I take this opportunity to direct the Ministry to make
sure the implementation of the strategies they have set are put
in action in accordance with the fifth phase government slogan
‘Only Work matters’ directs us………it is time to walk the talk”.
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The Vice President expressed satisfaction about CTI report that it has implemented the directives which
were been given to the Confederation by the President of the United Republic of Tanzania who is also
the Confederation’s Patron Dr. John Magufuli in the previous PMAYA of 2015.
During the PMAYA 2015, President Dr. Magufuli had directed CTI to expand the competition to include
non-members and collaborate with relevant government institutions to prepare exhibition aiming to
showcase locally manufactured goods and services only.
“I Understand this year’s PMAYA has included non-CTI members and hence it has become inclusive
an act which has prompted enthusiasm for more people from across the country to participate in the
competition” H.E Samia says.
Following President Dr. John Magufuli’s directives, CTI in collaboration with Tanzania Trade Development
Authority (TanTrade) and the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO) staged an
exhibition of local Manufacturers in December 2016.
The exhibition was a fulfilment of
President Magufuli’s directive which aimed
at encouraging local manufacturers as
well as consumers, the industrial sector’s
capability to produce products and services
of regional and international standards,
and asked the private and public sectors
to nurture that collaborative relationship.
Earler, HE Samia conveyed President
Dr. Magufuli’s warm greetings to CTI
members and Non-members saying
that he has asked the manufacturers to
continue supporting him in his efforts to
make Tanzania an industrial economy by
2025.
The Fifth Phase government’s decision
to transform Tanzania into an industrial
State come year 2025 is imbedded
in its Second National Five Year
Development Plan whose slogan goes
by: “Nurturing Industrialisation for
Economic Transformation and Human
Development”.

Guest of Honour H.E. Samia Suluhu
Hassan addressing Members and
Non-members of CTI at the PMAYA 2016.

In order to transform Tanzania into an Industrial State, the emphasis has been for producers of
Agricultural products to be involved in producing raw materials for feeding available industries with a
view to ensuring value addition.
HE Samia said; “All sectors of energy, Water, Communications, Education, Management, Youth etc; are
supposed to carry this slogan forward as the national Vision for the entire period of the Fifth-Phase
Government so as to achieve set goals”.

She said that the government is no longer interested in continuing to export raw commodities without
having transformed them locally since doing that amounted to exporting employment opportunities,
revenue and technology to the foreign countries.
Earlier, the CTI Second Vice Chairman Mr. Shabbir Zavery told the Vice President that abrupt changes
of policies and laws governing business was among the problems holding back the development of
manufacturers in the country.
He said that despite commendable job that the current
government is doing, sudden changes of laws and policies
that govern business and trade affect the development of
manufacturing sector as it disturbs successes and tranquilities
needed for the business to thrive.
Mr Zavery further said that last year the manufacturing sector
has encountered situations where the government took various
decisions without consulting the private sector thereby effecting
the relationship between the public and private sector.
“Even if the changes are necessary and compulsory, the private
sector think it is vital for the government to at least make
consultation with the private sector as a partner in development
to enable it prepare for the changes” he said.
He added: “Change of policies and laws which do not involve
the private sector tends to weaken businesses and deter the
government efforts to woo investments into the country as such
decisions impact negatively on manufacturers’ capital”.
Other challenges mentioned by CTI as factors that hold back
the development of manufacturers in the country are presence
of too many regulatory authorities and the different fees, levies
and other charges which in most cases are similar.
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The fees are multiple and in most cases the regulatory authorities perform similar functions an act which
increases the cost of doing business in Tanzania.
It was CTI’s plea that arrangement should be made for the regulatory authorities to visit industries at
once and the information gathered by one authority be shared to reduce costs.
The ongoing government strategy under the Ministry of Industries, Trade and investment to improve
the environment of doing business should be concluded and the nuisance addressed once and for all,
Mr. Zavery submitted.

Industries Ministry’s Experts
Evaluate Nuisance Laws,
Agencies, Charges for axing

T

he Ministry of Industries, Trade and
Investment says its team of experts has
started to work on laws, Government
Agencies and Departments’ functions with the
aim to axing some of them for the betterment of
businesses.
The Minister for Industry, Trade and Investment
Mr. Charles Mwijage made the statement at the
just ended President’s Manufacturers of the Year
Awards, 2016 at Serena Hotel.
He said, the evaluation also involves Government
Agencies and Departments’ fee and charges levied
on the manufacturers to see their overlaps and
multiplicities for streamlining or removal.
For years, the manufacturers have been complaining
about presence of too many Regulatory Authorities
whose charges and Fees are numerously similar,
and which increase the cost of doing business in
Tanzania.
Hon. Charles Mwijage
Minister for Industries, Trade and Investment

“My ministry will continue to take measures to
remove all challenges which affect performance
of the industrial sector, including presence of
unfriendly environment of doing business such as
numerous Regulatory Authorities and Agencies” Minister Charles Mwijage said.
Inspection and Regulatory Authorities of products from the industries, Agriculture, Tourism and other
forms of businesses have been subjected to different charges and fees which affect the producers.
“I am pleased to inform you that my Ministry has initiated a national committee which is responsible to
assess and give recommendations on how to improve the current environment of doing business in the
country” Mr. Mwijage declared.
According to Mr. Mwijage, the Team of Experts is evaluating the Laws, Departments, Agencies and their
numerous charges and fees which are nuisance to the manufacturers.
The experts would recomend appropriate action the government should take including amendment,
streamlining/merging or erasing the laws, department, agencies and charges which will be proven to be
nuisance to the manufactures.

He said that the Ministry has prepared strategies to ensure that its motives to develop and provide proper
facilitation to the industrial sector become successful.
“We’ve continued to create awareness on the importance of building industries and in the move to
implement the government decision, my Ministry through the Ministry of State, President’s Office, Regional
Administration and Local Government has ordered all Councils to set aside plots to build industries. Up to
February 2017, the Coast Region, Kigoma, Kilimanjaro, Simiyu, Shinyanga, Tanga, Mbeya and Geita have
already earmarked the areas” he added.
The Ministry of Industries, Trade and Investment has continued
sensitizing people to set up new industries and within one year
of the Fifth-Phase Government (November, 2015 to December,
2016) a totalo of 2169 industries have been registered and are
in different states of implementation.
Of the 2169 industries registered, 170 projects were registered
by Tanzania Investment Center (TIC), 108 projects registered
by Business Registration and Licensing Agency (BRELA), 41
projects by Export Processing Zone Authority (EPZA), 7 projects
registered by National Development Corporation (NDC) and 1843
were registered by SIDO.
On the other hand, Mr. Mwijage said that for the 2016/17 period,
the Coast Region has managed to register a total of 264 industries
arguing other stakeholders to continue sensitising the public on
the importance of building industries so as to use the available
abundant natural resources.
As Tanzania become enthusiastic to participate in building
industries, Mr. Mwijage said, there are challenges that are holding
the move back and promised that his ministry in collaboration
with the private sector will address the challenges.
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The ministry continues to implement President John Magufuli’s
directive to sensitise the Social Security Funds to invest in
Industries.
Mr. Mwijage said, his ministry has initiated discussion with the Pension Funds including the National Social
Security Fund (NSSF) Parastal Pension Fund (PPF), Local Authorities Pension Fund (LAPF), Government
Employees Pension Fund (GEPF), Public Servants Pension Fund (PSPF) and the Tanzania Social Security
Association (TSSA).
As a result of the discussion, there have been successes as some of the Pension funds start investing in
different sectors. The NSSF and PPF have formed a company called Mkulazi Holdings whose objective is
among other things to develop Mkulazi area for cane and plantation for sugar production.
PPF has entered into a contract with Karanga Prison to manufacture shoes; LAPF has continued with its
intention to invest into Mpende Tea Industry, and PPF are engaged in discussion to put up a structure
for Touku TZ Limited at the Mabibo Export Processing Zone Authority (EPZA) while the TSSA are in
discussion with URAFIKI industry to start producing garments.

CTI members Tell Vice President
hurdles facing industries

T

HE Confederation of Tanzania Industries
(CTI) has articulated hurdles that are
facing the industrial sector and the FifthPhase Government’s ambitious industrialisation
strategy.
Speaking at the President’s Manufacturer of the
Year Awards 2016 Presentation on behalf of
the CTI Chairman, the Second Vice Chairman
Mr. Zavery told the Vice President H.E. Samia
Hassani Suluhu that abrupt changes of policies
and laws governing business was among the
problems holding back the development of
manufacturers in the country.

Mr. Shabbir Zavery
The CTI Second Vice Chairman, addressing
participants and invited guests of PMAYA 2016

Addressing the well attended gathering of
representatives from industrial sectors, Mr.
Zavery said that despite commendable job
that the current government is doing, sudden
changes of laws and policies that govern
business and trade affect the development
of the manufacturing sector as it disturbed
successes and business tranquility needed for
the industries to thrive.

Every year, CTI holds an annual President’s
Manufacturer of the Year Awards event to
recognize and award the industries which performed well in the respective year according to set criteria.
Mr Zavery said that last year the manufacturing sector had encountered situations where the government
took various decisions without consulting the private sector thereby effecting the relationship between
the public and private sector.
“Even if the changes are necessary and compulsory, the private sector think it vital for the government
to involve the private sector to enable them get prepared for the changes” he said.
He added: “Change of policies and laws which do not involve the private sector tends to weaken businesses
and deter the government efforts to woo investment into the country as such decisions impact negatively
on manufacturers’ capital.”

Other problems mentioned as factors that hold back the development of manufacturers in the country
are:
(i)

Presence of too many regulatory authorities and the different fees and levies which are sometimes
similar. The fees are multiple and in most cases the regulatory authorities perform alike functions.
The act of each authority to visit industries without consulting fellow regulatory authorities
contribute greatly to the increasing of the cost of doing business.
CTI appealed to the government that arrangement
should be made for the regulatory authorities to visit
industries at once and the information gathered by one
authority should be shared among other authorities to
reduce costs. The ongoing government strategy under
the Ministry of Industries, Trade and investment to
improve the environment of doing businesss should be
concluded and the nuisances addressed once and for all.

(ii)

Unsatisfatory and Delapidated infrastructures such as
railways; delays in cargo delivery from ports due to
administration inefficiency of various institutions which
regulate imports from outside Tanzania. However, there
has been different measures undertaken to address the
problems.

(iii) The standing problem of CTI members not being refunded
VAT refunds from TRA. Huge amounts of money have
not been refunded todate as the manufacturers’ claims
date back for more than two years. For instance, TRA
ows CTI members from the manufacturers of soft drinks
15 percent Import duty advance payments they paid to
import industrial sugar.
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TRA also owsmMember companies in export business
as well as Mining owns them huge amount of money in
VAT returns and Import Duty. The delay to pay back the
money has prompted the commercial banks to subject the industries/businesses to uneccesaary
interest.
(iv) The problems of taxes which kill competition. This happens when tax like VAT is levied on raw
materials used to manufacture pharmaceuticals, fertilizers and mosquito nets while imported
pharmaceuticals and fertilizers are zero rated. This renders the pharmaceuticals and fertilizers
manufactured locally uncompetitive in regional and world markets.
(v)

Since the government decided to ban importation of coal, there has been shortage of this
essencial item. This is because the locally produced coal cannot suffice the industrial needs. This
has made some of the Cement industries to reduce production. Members call for the government
to resolve this issue as quick as possible so as to avoid further losses of revenue on the part of
the manufactures and the government in general.

(vi) Despite governmemt efforts to increase efficiency in issuing work and resident permits there are
still elements of bureaucracy in the process of issuing the permits. Some companies are forced
to weit for more than two months to get the permits an act which affect the manufacturers’
efficiency and discourage investors.
(vii) Nearly one month ago, the Railway Holding Company (RAHCO) was demolished buildings adjacent
to and near to the central railway line. Most of the affected companies are CTI members. The
victims’ concerns are that:
a. The demolished buildings were within their legitimate and title deeded plots
b. The destroyed structures were 15 meters out of the railway line as stipulated by Railway Act
2002), and
c. Prior notice of 30 days was not given as the Railway Act 2002 stipulates. Despite communication
with responsible authorities, not a single response or explanation has been given. Although
the government can take any land anytime it deems appropriate in public interest, it is
also understood that laid down procedures have to be followed. CTI members expect that
responsible authorities will take responsibilities in accordance with the law.
Mr. Zavery assured the Vice President and the entire government institutions that CTI will continue
sensitizing its members to abide by business ethics and integrity, to follow laid down procedures and
execute projects that use resources and raw materials that are available locally. This would enable the
country to save the little foreign currency and increase employment in other sectors such as agriculture
and mining.
During the previous PMAYA, the President of the United Republic of Tanzania and Patron of CTI Dr. John
Magufuli directed the Confederation to:
• To sensitise members and increase investments in industries
• To continue advertise locally produced products, and
• To improve PMAYA competition by including non-CTI members in the competition.
Mr. Zavery informed the gathering that all directives have been implemented as CTI in collaboration with
TANTRADE in December last year staged an exhibition which involved local manufacturers only. On the
other hand, this year’s PMAYA has been made inclusive, by allowing non-CTI members to participate.
Members of CTI have also prepared and submitted its proposals in what it terms (White paper), detailing
strategies which must be taken in order to stimulate growth of the industrial sector. The paper has
already been submitted to the Ministry of Industries, Trade and Investment for further use in the process
of Fast-Tracking Industrialisation in Tanzania.
Also, CTI is implementing a project on Energy Efficiency in collaboration with the Danish International
Development Agency (DANIDA) and the German Development Co-operation (GIZ) with a view to
enhancing Sustainable Energy and Energy Efficiency.
The project started in 2013 to audit energy in industries so as to reduce electricity bill as well as the cost
of production to the indsutries.
The PMAYA 2016 was sponsored by Bank M as lead sponsor. Other companies who sponsored the event
were ALAF Ltd, MM Industries Ltd, Coca-Cola Kwanza Ltd, Mwananchi Communications Ltd, ITV & Radio
One, Tanzania Reinsurance Company Ltd (TAN-RE), Clouds Media Group, Serena Dar es salaam Hotel,
Siemens, The Guardian and Nipashe newspapers.

Participants and invited guests of PMAYA 2016 exchanging views during awards giving ceremony.

‘Strengthen Tax Base, Predictable Tax
Regime to Finance Development Plans’
– IMF tells Tanzania

The President of the United republic of Tanzania, H.E. Dr. John Pombe Magufuli (R), in a conversation
with Deputy Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Dr. Tao Zhang
at State House during his recent visit to Tanzania.

T

he Deputy Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) Dr. Tao Zhang has advised
Tanzania to strengthen tax base and ensure a fair and predictable tax regime for collection of
sufficient money to finance development projects.

In the statement made available to CTI in Dar es Salaam, Dr. Zhang said that by strengthening tax base
under a fair and predictable tax regime, Tanzania could collect sufficient badly needed money to finance
its development plans including the ambitious Second Five - Year Development Plan 2016/17-2020/21.
He said that foreign borrowing by the public sector has a role to play but it was also important to maintain
debt sustainability and contain dependence on foreign capital.
“So it is crucial for Tanzania to mobilise more private and public resources, especially by strengthening
tax collection under a fair and predictable tax regime…..This is the area where Tanzania has fallen behind
its neighbours” Dr. Zhang underlined.

CTI has been urging the government to rethink and change its attitude where most of its decisions are
made without proper consultation with the private sector thereby effecting the relationship between the
public and private sector.
“Even if the changes are necessary and compulsory, CTI thinks that it is vital for the government to involve
the private sector to enable them get prepared for the changes” The Second Vice Chairman Shabbir
Zavery told the Vice President of the United Republic of Tanzania during the President’s Manufacturer of
the Year Awards (PMAYA) giving ceremony.
CTI has also been lamenting over sudden and unilateral change of policies and laws by the government.
The changes tend to weaken businesses and deter the government’s efforts to woo investment into the
country as such decisions impact negatively on manufacturers’ capital.
Dr. Zhang made it clear that despite Tanzania’s Five-Year Development Plan being centered on the theme,
‘Nurturing Industrialisation for Economic Transformation and Human Development’, the strategy relied
on Tanzania’s comparative advantage-agriculture and mining and possibilities of Tanzanian becoming a
trade and logistic hub for East Africa.
He added that Tanzania should struggle to strengthen the business climate for local and foreign businesses
as that could enhance economic diversification, expand trade and deepen Tanzania’s integration into
global value chain.
He urged the government to make sure its policy objectives are built and promote the private sector’s
growth. He suggested four points to make this happen:
• Make the government decision-making process more transparent and predictable across a range
of rules and regulations.
• Cutting red-tapes by simplifying the procedures for opening new businesses.
• Business thrive when the judicial system is seen as fair, so strengthening the framework for resolving
legal disputes becomes key.
• Make sure businesses have a say in policy by broadening consultations with the private sector on
planned reforms, including changes to legislation.

Business/Training Opportunities
Bukoba Trade Fair – BTF in offing
Kagera Agricultural/Industrial Development & Promotion (KAIDEP), the sole organizer of Bukoba Trade
Fair - BTF is pleased to invite your company or organization to participate in this year’s Exhibition.
This Trade will be held in Bukoba Municipality - Kagera Region from 22nd June to 9th July 2017
(SABASABA Celebrations).
BTF is the best platform to advertise your Products, Activities and Services. It is a precious moment
whereby East African Business Community is availed chances to meet and discuss how to conquer
current Markets.
In this show Bukoba shall host the neighbour East African Member Countries of Kenya, Uganda,
Rwanda and Burundi.
Participants can contact the organisers by both Phone or WhatsApp No. +255 767 612 369.
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